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Midsommar 2017

Joyce Sauer

When: June 25, 2017, Sunday, 1:00pm-5pm
Where: Creve Coeur Park, Heldman Shelter
We are sad to report
Cost: $10 per person, kids 4-12 $4.00, under 4 free the death of longtime
member, Joyce
The Heldman Shelter is along Marine Avenue
Johnson Sauer, on
across from Creve Coeur Lake.
May 25th at the age
of 93. She was the
The SCSL will provide smörgåstårte, meatballs,
wife of the late Rev.
dilled potatoes, pickled beets, knäckebröd, coffee
Dr. Robert Sauer and
and lemonade What we need you to bring is a
mother of twin
salad, a side dish, or a dessert. You can use this
daughters, Sharman and Sheryl.
rough guide...
Joyce was a very active member of the Swedish
A-E bring a Salad
Council which brought her much joy through the
F-R bring a Side Dish
years. The last event she attended with her
S-Z bring a Dessert.
daughter, Sheryl, was Midsommar in 2016 when
she brought a Viking watermelon ship and her
If you have a favorite Swedish dish you love to
famous Swedish Kringlor, which by the way won
prepare and it doesn't fit into the scheme above,
First Place in the dessert category and Best of
please, by all means do that. Return the enclosed
Show Grand Prize in the Suburban Journals of St.
reservation form by June 19th.
Charles and Warren Counties’ 2010 Holiday
Recipe Contest. (Joyce’s recipe is in the Swedish
Council’s latest cookbook which celebrated the
375th Anniversary of New Sweden.)

2017 Calendar

Joyce’s funeral service was May 30th at the Chapel
of the Cross Lutheran Church in St. Peters and the
graveside service was June 1st in Neenah,
Wisconsin where she was born. This lovely,
thoughtful, talented, and generous lady will be
missed by all who knew her.

June 16, Friday, IKEA Midsommar Smörgåsbord
June 25th, Sunday, Midsommar
September 23, Saturday, Scandinavian Picnic
November (TBA) - Gustav Adolf Dinner
December 9, Saturday, Lucia
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President's Column

Viking Club

Hej Everyone,
Many of us who attended the May 20th Coffee
were rewarded with a very interesting presentation.
Fika time was enhanced when Jakob Sjölander,
store manager of St. Louis’ IKEA, shared his 17
year experience working for IKEA. He started as a
teenager in the warehouse of an IKEA in Sweden
and soon became impressed not only with IKEA’s
business philosophy but its commitment to a green
environment and helping communities in need
locally and abroad. Jakob was a delightful and
well informed representative of IKEA who
graciously answered numerous questions as well as
being an excellent speaker with a sense of humor
who certainly piqued everyone’s interest. We
couldn’t thank him enough for taking time out of
his busy schedule to speak with us.
After thinking about the above program and
knowing how much the Board considers different
topics for our presentations to the Swedish
Council , as President, I feel that it is unfortunate
that a lot of our members do not attend even a few
of our programs. The Board has tried to find
something of interest for everyone. Our
organization is more than Midsommar and the
Lucia Celebration although I am pleased that the
interest is still alive there. I would definitely
welcome your ideas that would be of interest to you
and I will definitely follow up on them.

VIKINGS!
Just a reminder that the last workshop before
summer was May 23rd. The subject was VIKING
SOCIAL STRUCTURE.
The Viking Club is a study group not a lecture
audience. Bring suggestions for the subject for the
next workshop which will not be until September.
And, during the summer raiding, remember: Pillage
first and then burn!
Dave Peterson

Ole and the Olympics
Lena asked Ole, “Didn’t you haf an uncle in da
Olympics?”
Ole responded, “Yah, Lena, but he vasn’t too
bright.”
Lena wondered, “How could you tell?”
Ole said, “He von a gold medal and had it
bronzed!”

Lena's Weight

Ole asked Lena how she liked their new scale.
Lena said, “I don’t! I never vanted a scale that
talked.”
Ole said, “Vy, Lena vhat did it say to you?”
Lena said, “The last time I stepped on it, it said,
‘Vun at a time, pleeze!’”

As a reminder, please check our website
periodically between newsletters to stay on top of
Swedish Proverb
all the latest events. Have a fun filled summer and
you’ll hear from us in August. Come celebrate our
Kärlek och hosta kan aldrig döljas. Neither love
annual Midsommar on June 25th. See you there.
nor a cough can be suppressed.
Doris Martin
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Jakob Sjölander

SCSL Members enjoying Fika together
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Then we loaded the car on a ferry for the short ride
back to Sweden. We drove up the coast to
Göteborg (Gothenburg) and settled in to the Spar
Hotel Majorna.

Sharon and Larry Nordlof
Trip to Scandinavia in 2014

Chapter 7 – Roskilde - Helsingor/borg – Göteborg –
Stockholm - Conclusion
Day 31 – The second largest city in Sweden,
Gothenburg and its surrounding town are home to
Day 30 – After nearly 1,000,000 residents. Gothenburg has a
3 wonderful
history in shipbuilding and is home to Volvo. Not
nights in
an old ancient city, Gothenburg was developed and
Copenhagen, we controlled by the Dutch in the 1600’s with a layout
travelled 19
like Amsterdam and Jakarta, Indonesia which the
kms. west to the
Dutch were also
Viking Ship
developing at
Museum in
the time based
Roskilde. It
on a series of
displays 5
canals. We
Viking ships
hopped a canal
from 1070 that had been excavated in 1962. A
boat to see
living, working museum, it showed the process of
Gothenburg
reproducing the long boats (pictured). Young Danes
from the water.
were rowing one of them while we were there.
Some of the
Another exhibit was of a blacksmith shop (the trade
bridges are so
of one of my grandfathers) where they were making low, you must lie down on your seat or the floor to
coins. Another area highlight in Roskilde was the avoid hitting the bridge. One of these bridges is
Domkirke (cathedral). The first Gothic cathedral
known as “The Cheese Grater”. We passed the
built of brick, it dates to the 12th century. It features famous Feskekörke (fish church, pictured) and
incredible marble tombs of 39 Danish Monarchs.
Lille Bommen 1, a red topped office building
The tomb of Christian IV was somewhat subdued
known as the “Lipstick” building. Next, a bus tour
compared to the others. A docent explained that his took us through beautiful neighborhoods which
original elaborate tomb was destroyed in a fire
reminded me of Paris and past Liseberg, the largest
before he died so he got a “last minute”
amusement park in Scandinavia. After an Italian
replacement. High in the upper reaches of the
dinner at Joe Farelli’s on the “Avenyn”, we headed
cathedral is a fine museum showing its history. A
to Casino Cosmipol to try our luck at the tables.
great side trip from Copenhagen.
Day 32 - On our way out of Gothenburg, we
Next stop was Helsingor on the north tip of the
stopped at the Emigranternas Hus Museum on the
Danish Zeeland second floor above the casino. It is dedicated to the
peninsula. It is history of the emigration of 1/3 of the Swedish
home to the
population to North America in the late 1800’sKronborg Castle early 1900’s. We were amused to see a map of
(pictured), the
“Andersonville” in Chicago (our hometown) and a
setting of
menu from a Swedish restaurant in Rockford,
Shakespeare’s
Illiniois at which we have eaten! The staff will also
Hamlet which
help, by appointment, with genealogical research.
he called
Then it was the long drive across Sweden to
Elsinore. Short Stockholm for our farewell dinner with our very
on time we
special relatives at an Indian restaurant in
skipped the long tour and had a nice walk around
Södermalm. We were joined by Lennart, Malin,
the grounds and visited some shops. There is a great Lena, Edvard and Yvonne, all of whom added
view across the Øresund to Helsingborg, Sweden.
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immeasurably to
our trip. Malin
•
was kind to put us
up again for our
•
final night before
our departure the
•
next day.

Lambert and Home!

Day 33 – Arlanda •
•
to O’Hare to
•

Conclusion – It was a trip of a lifetime! In 33 days,
we flew on 5 planes, rode on 5 ferries, drove 4,400
miles in a rental car and visited 5 countries. We
spent 17 nights in hotels, 12 with relatives, 2 on
ferries and 2 on planes and stopped in 20 cities. We
saw more of Sweden than many Swedes do in a
lifetime. It was a hectic schedule, but done out of
the fact that it was our first (and maybe only) trip to
Sweden and Scandinavia. We hope to return
someday, to re-visit (and meet new) Swedish
relatives, to see parts of Sweden we were not able
to visit, especially far north, take a Norwegian
cruise and visit St. Petersburg. Hopefully with
more time and a less crowded agenda!
It was illuminating to spend time with Swedes.
There are many differences in their lifestyle and
attitudes. There is a great sense of community and
caring for others. As I edit this last chapter, we
have seen the Swedish reaction to the terrorist
attack in Stockholm. Swedes used it as a reason to
come together, as one community, not as a reason
to separate and hate. There is a great respect for
nature, exercise, health and the role government
plays. It provides free education (including
secondary), free ($300 annual deductible) health
insurance, six weeks of vacation, 16 months (both
spouses share) of “maternity” leave, and livable
unemployment and retirement benefits. Many
Swedes live in modest (in American terms) primary
housing but have Stugas in the country to enjoy
their free time. Yes, taxes are high, but when asked
about what they complain about most, most
Swedes say, “the weather”.
Thank you for allowing me to relive our journey in
the Guld och Blått! If you have any questions or
comments, call me (314) 456-9797 or email me at
lvnord@aol.com
Larry (and Sharon) Nordlof,
Members, Swedish Council of St. Louis.
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SCSL Board Contacts
Doris Martin, President,
DMIntDesign@aol.com, 636.537.0742
Helen Wolf, Treasurer
helen-wolf@hotmail.com 636.577.0593
Britt Benson, Membership
benson.britt@gmail.com, 314.427.8850
Jenny Butero, Activities, buteroj@gmail.com
George Nelson, Secretary,
Official SCSL E-mail:
swedishcouncilofstlouis@gmail.com

JORDGUBBSTÅRTA
(Strawberry Torte)

Jordgubbstårta -- the quintessential Midsommar
dessert for the Swedes
1 Sponge Cake (9” or 10”)
1 pint fresh or frozen (thawed and drained) strawberries
1 cup heavy cream
1/3 cup strawberry jam
With a bread knife, slice the sponge cake into two
horizontal layers. Whip the cream until soft peaks
form; do not overwhip or the cream will turn into
butter. Hull and slice the strawberries. Mix half of
the sliced berries with half of the whipped cream.
Lift off the top cake layer. Spread the bottom layer
with the jam and then the whipped cream and
strawberry mixture. Replace the top layer and cover with the remaining whipped cream. Decorate
the top with the rest of the strawberries.
Cover lightly with plastic wrap and refrigerate until
ready to serve.

